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coherent states as initial ﬁeld states, the exact solution of the master equation is found. Effect of
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The study of quantum correlations is a key issue in quantum
information theory [1] and quantum entanglement represents
the indispensable physical resource for the description and per-
formance of quantum information processing tasks, like quan-
tum teleportation, cryptography, superdense coding and
quantum computation [2]. Thus a great deal of efforts have
been devoted to study and characterizing entanglement in
the recent years. The central task of quantum information the-
ory is to characterize and quantify entanglement of a given sys-
tem. On the other hand, for the realistic quantum systems, they
will interact with the environments inevitably. The interaction
between the system and the environment usually leads to a
decoherence process [3,4]. This is one fundamental obstacletian Mathematical Society.
g by Elsevier
ical Society. Production and hostin
8.012to perform quantum computation. Unfortunately, decoher-
ence destroys the quantumness of the system and hence will de-
creases the useful entanglement between parts of the system [5–
7]. There are several approaches to consider decoherence in a
quantum system which is responsible for quantum–classical
transition. One of these approaches is based on modifying
master equation in such a way that the quantum coherence
be automatically destroyed as the system evolves.
The interaction between radiation and matter is a central
problem in quantum optics. The simplest physical situation
can be successfully described by a rather simpliﬁed but non-
trivial model is popularly known as the Jaynes–Cummings
(JC) model [8], which describing the interaction between a sin-
gle two-level atomic system and a quantized radiation mode.
Stimulated by the success of the JC model, more and more
people have paid special attention to extending and generaliz-
ing the model in order to explore a new quantum effects [9].
Such a generalization is of considerable interest because of
its relevance to the study of the nonlinear coupling between
a two-level atom and the radiation ﬁeld [10–13].
In the last two decades, there are more studies has been fo-
cused on a dissipative effects of JC model [14–23]. Also thereg by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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mechanism to JC model because its dynamics becomes more
interesting. Because of the damping of the ﬁeld is larger than
the damping of the atom many authors [18–21] neglect the
damping of the atom. Also there are many studies that focused
on the properties of the entanglement [22–28] neglect the
damping of the atom. But the entanglement induced by the
atomic damping of a dispersive reservoir cP dissected in [29].
Therefore, in our work, one shall show that the atomic damp-
ing c leads to losing the purity, decreasing both of the entangle-
ment and total correlations, and disappearance of the
interference between atomic states for a nonlinear qubit-ﬁeld
system when the ﬁeld initially is a coherent state or statistical
mixture (SM) of two coherent states.
To measure the purity, total correlations, and entangle-
ment, one uses the von Neumann reduced entropy, the mutual
information [30], the sum of negative eigenvalues of the par-
tially transposed density matrix [31]. The main objective of this
paper is to present the exact solution of the master equation in
the case of a high-Q cavity with atomic damping through the
dressed-state representation. Therefore, the effects of atomic
damping on the purity, total correlation, entanglement and
the atomic coherence are studied.
2. Solution of the master equation for the atomic damping
Here, one considers a qubit interacting nonlinearly with a
quantum harmonic oscillator. The nonlinear qubit-ﬁeld system
[32] described in the interaction picture by
bH ¼ x r^z
2
þ w^yw^
 
þ k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
w^yw^
q
w^yr þ w^
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
w^yw^
q
rþ
 
; ð1Þ
where r^z ¼ jeihej  jgihgj, r^þ ¼ jeihgj and r^ ¼ jgihej with Œeæ
and Œgæ being the excited and ground states of the atom of
transition frequency x. This the atom interacting resonantly
with the ﬁeld which is described by the bosonic operators w^y
and w^, the creation and annihilation operator, respectively.
In order to describe dissipation, one uses the master equa-
tion, which in the interaction picture governs the dynamics of a
two-level atom coupled with an electromagnetic ﬁeld as [16,17]
@q^ðtÞ
@t
¼  i½ bH; q^ðtÞ þ cð½r; qrþ þ ½rq; rþÞ
þ cFð½w^q^; w^y þ ½w^; q^w^yÞ þ
1
2
cPð½rz; qrz þ ½rzq; rzÞ:
ð2Þ
where the damping of the atom and the ﬁeld are treated sepa-
rately, with c and cF being their respective decay constants. A
dephasing of the atomic coherence is the last term which is
usually written as cP(rzqrz  q). The environment is assumed
to be at zero temperature, hence no thermic excitation is in-
cluded. The master Eq. (2) conserves trq= 1 and guarantees
that the density operator remains a Hermitian and positive
operator as shown by Lindblad [15]. If cF and cP are neglected,
Eq. (2) can be solved by analytic method in the case of a high-
Q cavity (c ÆÆ k), in which the so-called dressed-states represen-
tation [18], i.e. representation consisting of the complete set of
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian is used. These eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian is given by
jbn i ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðje; ni  jg; nþ 1iÞ ðn ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .Þ; ð3Þwith
bHjg; 0i ¼ x
2
; bHjbn i ¼ En jbn i;
En ¼ x nþ
1
2
 
 kðnþ 1Þ ¼ x nþ 1
2
 
 ln: ð4Þ
To derive the equation in a dressed-states representation,
one ﬁrst writes the atomic operators appearing in Eq. (2)
in terms of the dressed-states and using the following
representation
_xðtÞ ¼ eibHt @q^ðtÞ
@t
ei
bHt þ i½H^; xðtÞ; ð5Þ
one can rewrite the master equation Eq. (2) in the form
_xðtÞ¼ cðjg;0ihbþ0 jxjbþ0 ihg;0jþ jg;0ihb0 jxjb0 ihg;0jÞ
þ c
2
X1
n¼1
jbþn1ihbþn jxjbþn ihbþn1jþ jbn1ihbn jxjbn i

hbn1jþ jbþn1ihbn jxjbn ihbþn1jþ jbn1ihbþn jxjbþn ihbn1j

 c
2
X1
n¼0
jbþn ihbþn jþ jbn ihbn j
	 

xþx jbþn ihbþn jþ jbn ihbn j
	 

:
ð6Þ
In this work, one investigates the effect of atomic damping
on the temporal evolution of various measures of entangle-
ment, and suppose that the atom is initially in the excited state,
i.e., q^að0Þ ¼ jeihej, and the ﬁeld density operator is assumed to
be initially in a coherent state, i.e.,
q^fð0Þ ¼ jaihaj; jai ¼
X1
n¼0
qnjni ¼
X1
n¼0
e
1
2jaj2 a
nﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n!
p jni: ð7Þ
As well know that when dissipation is included, the interfer-
ence terms in the density matrix of state (7) rapidly decay to
a statistical mixture SM of the coherent states, so one wants
to see the behavior of the system if the input states are statis-
tical mixture of the states Œaæ and Œaæ, i.e.,
q^fSMð0Þ ¼
1
2
ðjaihaj þ j  aihajÞ; ð8Þ
Therefore, the initial density matrix x(0) for the system in the
dressed-states representation is given by
xð0Þ ¼ 1
2
X1
l;j¼0
pl;j jbþl ihbþj j þ jbl ihbj j þ jbþl ihbj j þ jbl ihbþj j
 
;
ð9Þ
where pl;j ¼ qlqj for coherent state case and pl;j ¼
qlq

j ½1þ ð1ÞðlþjÞ for SM of the coherent states case. The solu-
tion of master equation in the high-Q limit with pervious initial
states is given by:
q^ðtÞ ¼
X
m;n¼e;g
X
l;j¼0
qmnl;j ðtÞjuml ihunj j; ð10Þ
where jugni ¼ jnþ 1; gi, jueni ¼ jn; ei, qmnl;j ðtÞ ¼
uml jeibHtxðtÞeibHtjunjD E and n ¼ jaj2. The coherence properties
and entanglement will be study by use the eigenvalues of the
a pervious density matrix q(t) and its marginal density matrices
of the ﬁeld and atom qF(A)(t) and its partially transposed den-
sity matrix. In the following section one uses this the eigen-
values to study the dynamical properties of entropies and
entanglement for atomic damping JC model.
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To study the purity, entanglement, total correlations and the
interference between states Œeæ and Œgæ, we offer the following
measures;
One ﬁrstly investigates the purity loss of the system states
caused by the atomic-damping reservoir, by using the von
Neumann entropy ET ¼ 
P1
i¼1k
S
i ln k
S
i
	 

, where kSi are the
eigenvalues of the density matrix of the system q^ðtÞ. Also an-
other measure to quantify the entanglement in states (10), it
is based on the trace norm of the partial transpose q^T of the
bipartite mixed state q^, which deﬁne as [33]
EN ¼ kq^
Tk  1
2
; ð11Þ
which corresponds to the absolute value of the sum of negative
eigenvalues of q^T, and which vanishes for unentangled states.
As one shall prove here, it is an entanglement monotone,
and as such it can be used to quantify the degree of the entan-
glement in composite systems.
The reduced entropy theory about interaction of the ﬁeld
with the atom has been introduced by [34,35]. They have0 3.14 6.28 9.42
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Figure 1 The time evolutions of ET (dot curve), EA (dash curve) and
(dashed curve) in comparison to EM (solid curve) as shown in (c) and
atomic damping parameter; for (a and c) ck ¼ 0:01, and (b and d) ck ¼shown that the reduced entropy is very useful and is a sensitive
operational measure of the purity of the quantum state, which
automatically includes all the moments of the density operator.
The purity loss of the ﬁeld states investigate by use the ﬁeld en-
tropy EF, which deﬁned as: EF ¼ 
P1
i¼1k
F
i ln k
F
i
	 

. Here the
eigenvalues kFi of the reduced ﬁeld density matrix q^FðtÞ are
computed by using a numerical calculations. The atomic re-
duced density operator q^AðtÞ is given by q^AðtÞ ¼ TrFfq^ðtÞg,
and then, the eigenvalues kA1;2 for q^AðtÞ are
kA1;2¼
1
2
1
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So to see the temporal evolution of the purity loss of atomic
states, one uses the atomic entropy EA: EA ¼ kA1 ln kA1
	 

kA2 ln kA2
	 

. If EAðEFÞ ¼ 0, then the states are separable states.
When the initial state is factored with both the atom and radi-
ation taken to be pure states as is often done in the literature
[34,35], these two entropies must be the same, as guaranteed
by the Araki-Lieb theorem [36]. In the present case where
the initial state is also taken to be pure states, but the systemλt
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EF (solid curve) as shown in (a) and (b). The time evolutions of EN
(d). For the coherent state with ŒaŒ2 = 10 with different values of
0:2.
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through the mutual information is also called index of classical
correlation EM [30],
EM ¼ 1
4
ðEF þ EA  ETÞ: ð13Þ
One shall compare this mutual information EM with the nega-
tivity EN.
The off-diagonal elements describe atomic quantum coher-
ences. In particular, to see what happens to the atomic interfer-
ence of the states Œeæ and Œgæ with the atomic damping, one
ﬁnds from the general solution of the absolute value of these
non-diagonal elements n(t) = ŒÆeŒqAŒgæŒ, then atomic quan-
tum coherences is given by:
nðtÞ¼
X1
i¼0
qegi ðtÞ

¼ X1
i¼0
pi;iþ1 e
ct sin liþ1t coslit

; nðt!1Þ¼0
ð14Þ
where these measure of atomic interference is zero for statisti-
cal mixture of coherent states. In Figs. 1 and 2, the functions
ET; EA; EF; EN and EM are ploted against time kt for the0 3.14 6.28 9.42
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Figure 3 The time evolution of the atomic coherence n when the ﬁeld
(b).coherent state and statistical mixture of coherent states respec-
tively, with (ŒaŒ2 = 10), with different values of the atomic
damping parameter ck. From Fig. 1a, one ﬁnds that, at weak
damping ck ¼ 0:01, the ﬁeld entropy splits up from the atomic
entropy, the amplitudes of the fast oscillations diminish. The
minima (maxima) at half-revival time are noticed for the men-
tioned measures of degree of entanglement are still apparent.
While at the large value of ck ¼ 0:2, (see Fig. 1b and d) the more
rapid in this phenomenon and the more rapid the ﬁeld will
reach a statistically mixed state. In Fig. 1c and d, one compares
the mutual information (solid curve) EM with the negativity EN
(dashed curve). It is shown that, both EM and EN have almost
the same behavior for the time interval considered. They arrive
to their maximum values at half the revival time. This means
that EM can represent the entanglement of the system in almost
the same way as the negativity measure EN. And from this ﬁg-
ures one notes that, the total correlations larger than a mount
of the entanglement. One notes that, at strong damping the
maximum values of EM and EN decrease, and they approximate
together to same maximum value.
From the above, the mixed state induced by strong damp-
ing, in which the interference terms have a rapid decay, and0 3.14 6.28 9.42
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initially prepared in coherent state for ck ¼ 0:01 in (a) and ck ¼ 0:2 in
156 H.A. Hessianthe ﬁgures have the following properties; (i) The ﬁeld entropy
splits up from the atomic entropy, i.e., (EF > EA). (ii) The max-
imum values of EM run low to its counterparts of EN. (iii) The
total entropy ET increases monotonically from 0 (in which
c
k ¼ 0) to its asymptotic limit, i.e., ET–0. Now one can ask, what
happens when one start with mixed state?. To look for the an-
swer of this question see Fig. 2. One sees the inﬂuence of the ini-
tial ﬁeld SM with atomic damping on the EM and EN for this
case. One notes that, the behaviors of the curve of EM and EN
are different from its counterparts of case the coherent state.
With the atomic damping (see Fig. 2), the minimum values of
both EM and EN decrease with strong damping and in the last
the ﬂuctuations diminish. One notes, degradation of the entan-
glement of states (10) is appeared with strong damping.
To see the inﬂuence of the atomic damping on the measure
of atomic interference, the function n is plotted with different
values for the damping parameter, ck ¼ 0:01; 0:2 in Fig. 3. From
Fig. 1a–c, the atomic interference with strong atomic damping
decreases with time, and it disappears at particular time, this
means that the atomic state is statistical mixture state, which
have n= 0.
4. Conclusions
One has studied how atomic damping leads to growing entro-
py and a strong degradation of the entanglement. The atomic
entropy affected by atomic damping less than the ﬁeld entropy
is observed. Its found that the degradation of the entanglement
and the total correlations is generated by atomic damping. One
concludes that the mutual information and the negativity
shows a good measure to the degree of the entanglement.
The interference between the atomic states is introduced by
special measure, therefore, the effect of the atomic damping
on the atomic coherence is studied. It is worth noting that,
one of the pioneering experimental works on the JC-like
dynamics in the context of trapped ions was reported in
Ref.[37]. They observed the Rabi oscillations among two
hyperﬁne levels of a 9Be+ ion by measuring the probability
of ﬁnding the ion in its lower electronic level. Results of this
article may be relevant to such experiments.
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